
This Class (Lecture 25): 

Death by Black Hole: 

Spaghettification 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5_Msrdg3Hk 

Next Class: 

Compact Objects in the 

Solar System 

Night Obs due today  

HW9 due Monday  

Exam 2 next Friday! 

Computer lab due on Nov 15th 

•! Exam 2 in this classroom next Friday 

•! 40 Multiple choice questions (graded out of 105, 

i.e. 5% extra credit) 

•! Will cover material from Lecture 12 to 25 

(today). 

•! May bring 1 sheet of paper with notes 

!! Both sides 

!! Printed/handwritten/whatever.. I don’t really care 

•! Major resources are lecture notes, in-class 

questions, and homeworks 

•! Created and posted a study guide 

•!Chance to see sunspots using the 12 inch in the dome 

•!Solar Observations: 
•! Monday, Nov. 1st, 10:30am-3:30pm 

•! Tuesday, Nov. 2nd, 10:30am-3:30pm 

•! Wednesday, Nov. 3rd, 10:30am-3:30pm 

•! Thursday, Nov. 4th, 10:30am-3:30pm 

•!Need to download form from class website before you 

go. 

•!Check webpage to make sure open (i.e. no clouds or 

rain) 

•!Due Nov 15th in class & worth 1% extra credit. 

•! Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity 

–!What is gravity? 

•! Don’t fall into a black hole! 



•! We have talked about special relativity, where 

time and distance are actually relative to the 

observer. 

•! Of and by itself this is not so relevant to class 

except in the way it interfaces with general 

relativity. 

•! Now, we will talk about how some aspects depend 

on where you are relative to massive objects. 

•! Recall Galileo/Newton: free body motion is a straight line, 
constant speed 

•! Important to note that ALL free bodies move this way. 
straight line, constant speed, INDEP of size, mass 

•! Q: Why? 

•! A: That's the way it is! 

•! Q: Be more specific: that's the way 
 WHAT is? 

•! A: Einstein: that's the way space and time  
are if nothing else going on (no forces)  
space and time constructed so that free  
bodies move in straight lines at constant  
speed independent of nature of the object 

•! That's the way space and time are 

•! Einstein’s Theory of  

Relativity tells us how  

gravity works 

–!Space and time are not  

distinct 

–!They are bound together  

in 4-dimensional spacetime 

–!Gravity is not a force, but a curvature 

–!Matter tells spacetime how to curve 

–!Curved spacetime tells matter how to move 

•! Recall Galileo's 

experiment. 

•! The objects in the 

gravity field, move 

independent of mass or 

even object. 

•! For Newton, the object 

mass cancels out of the 

gravity equation. 



•! Since objects move the same in a gravity field, 

INDEPENDENT of object, then gravity is not a 

force, but also a feature of space-time! 

•! Objects do their best to move in a straight line. 

•! Newton: Matter causes force (gravity)  

! particles follow curved lines in 

“flat” (Euclidean geometry) space 

•! Einstein: Matter causes spacetime to be “curved“ 

! particles follow straight lines (“geodesics”) in 

curved space 

•! No matter = Flat Spacetime  

•! Massive object = Dent in Spacetime 

–! Everything follows  

curvature of  

spacetime 

including light  

(photons) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rocNtnD-yI 

3:18+ 



Warning, trying to show three dimensional effects in 2D 

is dangerous.  Space is 3D, i.e. the curvature is spherical! 

Apparent position of star 

Actual position 

of star 

This angle agrees 

with GR prediction 

Earth 

http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=ogniank#p/u/15/AAqSCuHA0j8  0:47+ 

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap000201.html 

In Einstein’s general relativity, 

a)! It’s all relative. 

b)! The force you feel as weight can only be from a 
gravity field. 

c)! Mass tells space-time how to curve, and the 
curvature of space-time tells mass how to 
accelerate. 

d)! Mass and space-time curvature are not related. 

e)! Being in a closed elevator freaks out Einstein. 



•! Gravitational fields also change space 

and time 

–! A clock runs more slowly on Earth than 

it does in outer space away from any 

mass, i.e. planets. 

•! Einstein revealed that gravity is really 

‘warped’ space-time. 

•! A black hole is an extreme example. 

•! Light loses energy as it  

climbs out of a gravitational  

field so its wavelength  

increases (redshift). 

•! As with light bending, the  

effect is small but measurable. 

•! We’ll come back to this later, when 

we talk about cosmology. 

•! Gravity you feel is really the 
distance away you are from 
the mass of the object. 

•! It goes like distance squared. 

•! Compare the Earth’s gravity 
now, then collapse it to the ! 
the size, your gravity would 
increase by 4 times. 

•! Keep halving the size, the pull 
of gravity gets more and more 
as you get closer. 



•! When matter  
gets sufficiently  
dense, it causes  
spacetime to  
curve so much,  
it closes in on  
itself 

•! Photons flying  
outward from  
such a massive  
object arc back 
inward! 

•! Neither light or matter can escape its gravity, it is a  
black hole! 
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Really important is the 

density. 

        Black Hole 

Warning, trying to show 

three dimensional effects 

in 2D is dangerous. 

BH is spherical! 

In Einstein’s general relativity, a black hole is 

a)! slightly yellow in color. 

b)! only affected by other black holes. 

c)! where space is curved so much that light can 
never escape. 

d)! where mass and space-time curvature are not 
related. 

e)! related to the curvature of the surface of the 
body. 



They can have only 

" ! Mass 

" ! Electric charge 

" ! Rotation (spin) 

Black Holes Are Very Simple 

Black holes have no hair! 


